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Abstract

A method for measuring the fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity
in a heterogeneous nuclear reactor is presented. ‘Fhemethod, which
is used during no- operation, requires that calibrated control
rods be osc~ated in a specie.1way at a high reactor power level.
Tne value of the fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity is found
from the meaeured flux responses to these oscillations.

Application of the method In a Savannah River reactor charged with
natural uranium is d.lscussed.

- iii -
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kportmt features in the desi@ Md operation of a nuclear reactor
are the ease with which the reactor can be controlled and those
characteristics of its kinetic be~tior which contribute to safe
operation. A strong factor in a ~actor’s stability is the smonnt
by which the reactivity changes in response to a temperature change
in the system.

In a heterogeneous reactor, the fuel temperature coefficient of
reactivity (representedby the symbol A ) is especially significant
because of the rapi~ty with which the fuel temperature can change
after a change in reactor power level. ~erefore, the si~ and
~snitude Of A are important considerations in design and operation.

It is Uffictit to cdctiate the magnitude Of A, ad in some cases
the sign of A may be in doubt. ~us, there is a need for an experi-
mentti technique by which A may be measured. Such methods usually
require special equiment or lattice modifications which change the
known characteristics of the reactor md usually interrupt nomal
reactor operation. hst experimental methods SJ.SOrequire extrap-
olation from measurements on sti smnples to obttin a value of A
in a fl reactor charge. An experimental technique for measuring
A which does not suffer from these disadvantages was sought.

A method :Jasbeen de~e~oped tO measure A in a nuclear reactor.
It consists of three main steps:

1. At a normal operating reactor power level, calibrate a group
of control rods by a special osci~ation technique.

2. At the ssme power level, oscillate the calibrated control rods
on a cycle of motion specially chosen for the sensitivity to
fuel tempemture cbnges of the the- neutron flux response.

3. Adjust the tiue of A in.a ca.lctia+;ionof the neutron flux
response to these oscillations so t~t the measured and ca-
lculatedresponses agree.

Steps 1 and 2 may also be performed at a very low reactor power level
to test the vditity of the cdcu-lations in the special case where
temperature effects are ne~igible.

~is technique has the advmtages listed on the fo~oting page.
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● Measurements are made during no- reactor operation.

● Measurement can be made in a short the. ~is feature *es
feasible a study of the dependence of A on reactor conditions
(eg, fuel exposure).

8 No auxiliary equi~ent is required.

S The reactor is unchanged by the measurement, and no extrapolation
from a small sample is necessa~. me technique provides a value
of A for the full complement of fuel elements in their normal
configuration.

me method gave a due of -1.3 X 10-5 &/”C for A in a Savannah
River reactor containing a full charge of natural uranium (Mark I)
fuel elements.

The method described here for measuring A was first used in a
Savmah River reactor containing a natural uranium (Mark 11) charge.
Uthough its applicability is not limited to that type of reactor,
clarity in exposition win be promoted in this report by restricting
the discussion to this particular application.

A Savmah Nver reactor containing a natural uranium (Mark I) fuel
cbrge is described briefly in appendix A. AI.sodescribed is the
differentiti electrometer, the instrument used for measuring theti
neutron flux osci~atfons , which is characterized by variable
sensitivity, short ttie constant, and pmvislon for subtraction of a
constant component from an osciUatO~ signal.

Appendix B presents reference information for understanding the re.
sponse of the reactor to osci~ations of a neutron absorber within
the reactor. me technique for calibrating control rods by oscillating
them in a sawtooth pattern, called the “oscillation technique,!in
this report, is dso described briefly.

Measurement of A ~quires three essential steps performed at nomd
reactor operating power level. (Tne ~gher the power level at which
the measurements are made, the higher the fuel temperatures and the
greater the precision in the measurement of A.)

1 See appendix A for description of a ~rk I fuel element.

m
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1. Uibrate a group of control rods.

2. Oscillate these control rods on a truncated.sawtooth cycle, and
measure the neutron flux response.

3. Find A from the data obtained in steps 1 and 2. me effective
A is tkt value which, when used in reactOr kinetics c~c~atfOns,
produces agreement between the measured Md calculated flu re-
sponse to the oscillations perfomed in step 2.

Control Rod Stren@h. Control rod gangs (see appendix A) are cal-

ibrated tO within i lo? by oscillating them on an s-second Satiooth CYCle
(see appendix B, page 27). ‘This cdibmtion, which yields &ff/cm
over a 12-cm interval.,is performed at the norms.1reactor operating
power level with whatever control rod configuration Obta~ns at
the time.

Wring the (truncate& sawtooth) control rod oscillations discussed
below, the extreme positions of the control rods are recorded from a
meter on the reactor operating console. ~is information, plus the
Meff/~ for the control rods obtained from the 8-second sawtooth
osci~ation, provides the total &eff caused dfrectly by the mOtfon
of the control ‘rods,tith a precision of * 10~.

Truncated Sawtooth Oscillations. The calibrated control rOds are
osciUated on the truncated satiooth cycle shown in figure 1 for
z the effective macroscopic absorption cross-section for thennd
n~;trons. Figure 1 Qso shows kexcess, and the fluxes near and far
from the oscillated rods, when Z. has a truncated sawtooth variation.
me chauge in flux dwing the motionless part of the control rod
(~a) cycle is referred to as the “period” rise or fall.

Cycles of several tifferent lengths are used to display the variation
of flux response titi cycle length. A minimm of one secOnd is set
for each distinct part of the oscillation cycle by the practical
limitation of man~ operation of the =otely controlled rods.
movement of the control rods from their equilibrium position is
limited.to a maximum time intervs.1.of two seconds to avoid flux
changes of sufficient magnitude to cause thems.1 strains in the
reactor structure. (Larger inter-s offer no advantages, since

Tne

a
sufficiently large ~eff-is introduced in two secOnds.) me length
of the motionless part of the rod cycle, corresponding to the “period”
part of the flu rise, is restricted to ten seconds to prevent the
modemtor temperature from changing substanti~y (see appendix B).
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=ples of the flux response to control rod oscollations of this
t~e 8re shown in figures 2 and 3. ~ese are traces obtained from
the differential ele~eter. figure 2 shows the response obtained
in a nactor operating at a very low power (ca 1 row);md fi~e 3
shows the response at 450 mw.

me emplitude of the ‘>eriod” Tart of the f’lm response, divided by
the equilibria flux level, is deffriedas A@*loo. me symbol refers
to both the positive ad negative halves of the oscillation cycles,
which are the seineafter initial transients have died out (aftir
about 1* cycles). Tnus for a typical set of ten cycles, seventeen
separate measurements of AQ*lOO are made, and a good average value
can be obtained. However, it is better to use AO*=, defined as the
relative flux ctige between an extreme and the point preceding in
time by 75? of the length of the ‘>eriod” part of the oscil.lation
cycle. Tnis allows more satisfactory processing of data, since it
eliminates finting the exact point on the flux response trace where
the “period” part begins. (Since the flux vaties rapidly here, an
error in determining this point introduces more error in A@* than a
similar error at 75$.) Figure 4 makes the measurement clear. For
convenience, the subsctipt 75 till be dropped henceforth, and AO*
will be understood to be AO*=.

AO* is independent of the position at which it is meaEUred, md is
that part of the flux response which is sensitive to pile reactivity
changes caused by changes in the temperatures of reactor components
(see appentix B). The qwtity AO*/@ can then be obtained from the
measured veJ.uesof A@* and ~ for each t~e of cycle. A@*/& is
independent of & over a wide wge, and is therefore a convenient
quantity for comparisons.

Values of A@*/Ak which have been obtained are shown in tables 1 and
2. !Cable1 shows AO*/m measured in a reactor operating at about
1 mw (average fuel temperature ca 8°C); md table 2 shows A@*/& at
450 mw (average fuel temperature ca 170°C). The tifferences between
the values shown in tables 1 md 2 are an indication of the sensitivity
of A#*/& to temperature-induced reactivity changes.

In order to display this sensitivity more effectively, AO*/Ak Is
plotted against the length of the motionless part of the control rod
oscillation cycle in figures 5‘and 6: ~gure” 5 shows‘~”= When the
rods are moved from their equilibrium position for one second; figure
6 shows &t& when tfis mot,lonlasts two seconds. me effect of the
temperature-dependent reactivity changes Is shown clearly by the
difference between the curve obtained at 1 mw and the curve obtained
at 450 mw.

me experiment data (AO*/Ak) are quite reproducible. Figure 7
shows tuo sets of dab taken at times forty-two days (about 25,000 mw~
exposure) apart. ~ese data, which show good reproducibility, are
from a different type of fuel charge (~rk II core) operating at a
reac~r Power level of 585 mw. (Note: Tne data shown in figure 7
are AQ*Loo/& instead of AO*7S/Ak: AO*/Ak.)
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The technical complexity of the conditions under which the data
were obtained necessitates analysis something less that straight-
forward. The successful procedure Is to fit a theoretical curve
to the experimental data shown in figures 5 and 6, using as
adjustable paraeters A ~ the thermal time constant of the fuel

7f~ and the the-l t- cOnstant of the ~deratOr Ym. The ~ture
of the physice-mathematical problem is such that each of these
three parameters has a distinct, easily separable effect, so that
each can be determined uniquely.

Calculations. The calculations provide a detailed description of
the flux as a function of time. They are based on a set of coupled
differential equations describing the behavior with time of thermal
neutron density, delayed neutron precursor densities, and tempera-
tures of reactor components. A solution to these equationa, in
the form of an expansion in sinusoidal functions, is shown in
appendix C. The solution re~uires the followiog assumptions:

The flux distribution in the reactor is determined by the
equation ~~ + Bz~ = 0, with B2 cons~nt throughout the reactor,
and remains unchanged by the oscillations.

Transient effects die out rapidlyj so that variables can be
expressed in terms of periodic functions of time only. A mre
detailed mathematical analysis, performed by E. D. Brown of the
Savannah River Laboratory and currently being prepared for
publication, shows that the transient contributions are neg-
ligible after about 1* full CyCleS.

Second order terms in flux, reactivity, and temperate changes
are zero. The analysis by Brown shows that akst no error is
incurred by making this assumption.

The temperature coefficients of Z.\.-. in the reactor are at mOet
l% of tie coefficients of the nat~~livariable &Z~)eff. This
value is an estimated upper limft. However, the completed
calculations show (1.) that moderator temperature changes are so
small for the oscillations used (ie, 7m/yf << 1) t~t their
effect on flu response is negligible, and (2) that even if the
fuel temperature coefficient of Xa)eff iS dOubled (ie, iS 2% Of
the reactivity coefficient), its effect on flux response is neg-
ligible.

There remain six essential parameters in the calculations. Of
these~ the values of three are so~ht by requiring a fit to the
expertiental data. These three are A , 7f and 7m. me re~ini~
three parameters are the moderator temperature coefficient of
reactivity, and the statistically weighted average temperatures of
the fuel and moderator, The moderator temperature coefficient of
reactivity is measued in an independent test performed at very
low power.

I
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ID this test~ the moderator is heated by circulation pmp power
when the heat-exchanger cooling water flow is reduced, and the
reactivity chauge caused by the moderator temperature change is
then measured. (me reactivity measurement is made using the rod
oscillation techuique mentioned above. This measurement has also
been made in a test facility using stable period measurements,)

The moderator temperature is measured directly by thermocouples
distributed throughout the reactor. The fuel temperate and its
distributfon$ however~ must be calculated from heat transfer and
conductivity coefficients~ coolant flow rates and temperatures,
etc. The flux distribution, which may be calculated or measured
with reasonable accuracy, is then used with the calc~ted tempera.
tures to obtain a weighted average fuel temperature. This qwntity
is the major source of uncertainty in the value of A obtained
frOm this analysis, sInce any error is reflected directly in A .
(The distinct variable appearing in the calculations is the product
of A and the average temperature.)

The solutions express the rehtive flw., ~/~o, as a function of
(time and] the driving function Xa. It can be shown that
Ak ~ -L(Ba/Xa), where Ak and U. are the driving amplitudes of
k and z,, respectively, and L is the non-leakage probability for
tb.ermalneutrons. ~us ~ conversions between &, the measued
driting function, and ma, the driving fmction used in the cal-
culations, can be made.

The accuracy of the calculations was tested in the limiting case
of very low reactor power level, where temperature effects on pile
bebvior are negligible. Calculated values of A@* for this case
are compared in table 3 with the experimental values obtained at
a pile power of about 1 mw (listed in table 1). The excellent
agreement in the values shown in table 3 demonstrates the adequacy
of the mathematical description in t~s limiting case.

Results. In making comparisons of experimental and calculated
values in order to determine A ~ Yf$ and 7m, graphs of the type
shown in figures 5 and 6 are convenient.

Figure 8 illustrates the effeet of 7m on the flw_re~p.ona.e..._..In_
that -Sigme~tihe-paraete~ -hve th% f6—~ow~@–~alues:

curve 1 curve 2 curve 3

A , &/°C -1.59 x 10-5 -1.59 x 10-5 -1.59 x 10-5
yf$ see-l 0.341 0.341 0.341
7m, sec-~ 0.05 0.028 0
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Comparison of these curves with the experimental curve included
for reference shows that a very small 7m, effectively zero for
these calculations, allows the best fit. (The final choice of
parameters and the successful fit bears this out.) 7m = O means
that the “thermal inertia” of the moderator system is very large
in these tests, and that consequent~ the effect of moderator
temperature coefficients is very small (zero in the calculations).

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of yf on the flw response. In
that curve, the parameters hve the following values:

curve 1 curve 2 curve 3 cmve 4

A, Ak/”c -1.59 x 10-5 -1.59 x 10-5 -1.59 x 10-5 -1459 x 10-5
yf, see-l 0.341 0.25 0.4 0.35
ym, 6ec-1 0.028 0.028 0 0

Curves 1 and 2 show that the response is sensitive to 7f, and that
the response is affected in a different way than by 7m. C~ves
3 and 4, which are more compatible with the experimental data,
show that 7f = 0.35 see-l is too small, and indicate that yf is
about 0.4 se.’1, or slightly larger.

A stiple computation usiw the equilibrium statement of 7f, power
and temperatures required by the temperature equation used in
these calculations (ie, by the boundary condition) gives
7f = 0.341 sec-~. The fact that this value of 7f does not give
a satisfactory fit shows that the temperature equation used does
not give a wholly adeqmte model of fuel temperature behavior.
However, when the amikble equation Is used with a value of yf
determined from comparisons with experimental data, the description
of temperature behavior is adequate so long as no variable becomes
very different in magnitude.

Figure 10 shows the effect of A on the flux response. In tkt
fi~e, the parameters have the wlues:

curve 1 curve 2 curve 3

A, &/”C -1.59 x 10-5 -1.22 x 10-5 -0.61 X 10-5
7f, see-l 0.341 0.341 0.341
7m, see-l 0.028 0.028 0.028

These ewes indicate that A@*/& is quite sensitive to A , and
tht it is affected by A in a way clifferent from either 7m or yf.
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Figures 8, 9, and 10 show that ym affects the shape of the re-
sponse curve at long “period” times, predominantly; 7~ affects
the shape of the response curve at short ‘[period’ltimes, pre-
dominantly; and A affects the level of the response curve, pre-
dominantly. When the three parameters were adjusted to the ex-
perimental tits simultaneously, it was found that the same set
would not fit the curves with one and two-second rod motions
(from equilibrium) at the same time. Therefore, two distinct
sets of parameters were obtained, one set fitting the one-second
&ta and the other set fitting the two-second data. The curves
are shown in figures 11 and 12. Curve L uses ym = O, 7f = 0,475
see-l, A = -1.22 x 10-5 @/”C, and fits the one-second experi-
mental data shown in figure 11. Curve 2 uses ym = 0, 7f = 0.4 see-l,
A = 1.40 x 10-5 U/ “C and fits the two-second experimental data
shown in figure 12. The best mlue of 7f is then 0.438 see-l with a
precision of i 9%, and the best value of A is -1.3 x 10-5 &/”C
with a precision of * 7$.

synopsis. In order to measure A , oscillate calibrated control
rods on a truncated sawtooth cycle, and measure the temperature-
sensitive prt of the flux response. It is then required that the
calculations agree with the measurements, which determinesA
and the thermal time constants of fuel and moderator independently,
because of their distinguishable effect on cycles of different
shpe and length. The primary source of error is in the value of
equilibria fuel temperature used in the equations. Error from
this source could be as high as + 15~.

A secontiry source of error which has not been examined quantita-
tively is the redistribution of flux during the oscillations.
During the “period” pa,rtof the flux response, the hottest fuel
elements have the highest statistical weight.. This condition
tends to decrease the amplitude of the effeqtive temperature
change in the negative half-cycle, and increase it in the positive
half-cycle. Of course, a~te.r_>ransi.ents..bve.-passed,..-the-osc.il-h-

‘tions occm—~~~ut–t~e”-equilibria. The error cause,dby neglecting
this effect is probably small.

A@licability Of Technilue! The method can be applied to any
reactor which can be analytically homogenized, in which only one
temperature-reactivity parameter is unknown, and in which the
time constants of important components are either known or differ
widely. However, the kinetics of a reactor having two or more
regions with widely different properties are more complicated.
Interpretation of oscillation data in a two-region reactor at
Savannah River by kinetics calcuktions of this type bve resulted
in wlues of A with wide limits of error (perhaps * 50~).

——. —
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Table 1

~erlmental VQue6 of AO*/N
(Reactor Power -1 mw)

A. Rod Wtion from eluilibrim - 1 sec

Motiodess Pefiod, sec a

1 0.00435
2 0.00432

4 0.00461

6 0.00448
8 0.00457

B. Rod Motion from equilibria - 2 sec

MOtiO~ess ~er~od~ sec ~

1 0.00815

2 0.00894
4 0.00892

6 0.00898
8 0.00909

10 0.00886

*

0.167
0.214
0.380

0.5C2
0.619

*

0.155
0.370
0.661

0.955
1.15
1.35

AQ*/Ak

38.4
49.5
82.4

112.
135.

A@*/m

19.0
41.4
74.1

106.
127.
152.
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Wble 2

~perlmental Values of AO*/Ak
(Reactor Power -450 mw)

A. Rod Motion from equilibrium - 1 sec

Motionless Period, sec

1
2
4

6
8

10

B. Rod Motion from equilibrium

Motionless Period, sec

1
2
4

6
8

10

L
0.00506
0.00562
0.00510

0.00512
0.00523
0.00524

2 sec

%

0.01054
0.01067
0.01081

0.01072
0.01080
0.01103

U
0.0606
0.124
0.163

0.223
0.296
0.324

w

0.107
0.187
0.266

0.430
0.414
0.520

AO*/&

12.0
22.0
32.0

43.5
56.6
61.8

AO*/&

10.1
17.5
24.6

40.1
38.3
47.1
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Calculated Values of AO*/Ak

(Reactor Power -1 mw)

A. Rod mtion from equilibria - 1 Gec

Motiodess A~+/&

Period, sec Calculated ~erimental

1 2i’.l 38.4
2 47.5 49.5
4 80.0 82.4

6
8

107.
129.

112.
135.

B. Rod Motion from equilibria - 2 sec

Motiotiess ~~*/&

Period, sec Calculated @erimentaJ.

1 24.2 19.0
2 43.4 41.4
4 74.0 74.1

100. 106.
: 124. 127.

10 148. 152.
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Iattice Geometry. me extrapolated height and radius of this
cylindrical reactor are 460 and 251 centtieters, respectively.
Six hundred quatrefoil fuel elements and 61 septifoil control
elements extend from top to bottom of a cylindrical t- filled
with D20 moderator-coolant. The lattice geomet~, shown in
fi@re 13, is hexagonal.,with a lattice spacing of 7 inches. Esch
fuel element is a Iuatrefoil containing four columns of.fuel slugs;
each control element is a septffoil containing two half-length
control rods and five full-length control rods,

Lattice Composition. me fuel slugs (Mark I) are mde of natural
uranium and are jacketed with altinum. me five control rods
tiich may be used in normal operation are made of a lithlum-
al.uminumtioy, containing 3.5% lithium by weight. ~o full-length
catiium rods in each septifoil are reserved for reactor shutdown,
The quatrefoil and septifoil assemblies are ~uminum. me mOderator-
coolmt is D20 whose Isotopic purity is about 99.67.

— —-

cooling System. Heat Is remove& from the reactor by the circulat-
ing D20. me D20 is forced down the quatrefoils through anntii
surmounting the fuel slugs, and is then allowed to circulate
freely within the reactor tank until it leaves tia one of six
sYmmetric~Y spaced Pipes at the bottom of the outer periphery Of
the tank. After being cooled In heat exchangers, the water returns
to the top of the reactor tank. About 180 tons of water are
circtiated at a rate of about 85,000 gallons per minute.

Control System. me rods in the 61 control clusters provide a
fletible system for reactor control and for adjustment of the
neutron flux MS tributlon. l’herods, w~ch drive Into the control
clusters sequentially, can be individu~y positioned (vertically)
tith an accuracy of 0.1 inch. Their position Is indicated on the
reactor operating console in units of 0.2 inch. In normsl operation,
the two h~f-length rods remain in the reactor for vertical flux
shaping, while the ~-length rods are used for control. The 61
clusters are Mvided ?.ntothree groups, or gangs, which are con-
trolled as units for ra~~ flw,.shaping.- .~gure 13-shows-th~

._ —-.—

three-coiitr31rod g&gs.
.. .

U control rods are remotely operated

from the reactor control console , and norm~y move with a speed.
of about three centtieters per second.

Since %ng I (the centrsJ. gang) can be worth as much as 7 x 10-5
&/cm, reactivity can be changed using Gang I at a maxtiu rate of
abOut 2 x 10-4 &/sec. Withdrawing Oang I from its critical
position for two seconds cu put the reactor on a minimum rising
stable period of about 260 seconds.
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Neutron Flux Monitor. For the measurements described in this
report, the thermal neutron flu is measured tith a Westinghouse
compensated ion chamber located at the midplane of the reactor in
the iron-water thermal shield, 25 inches outside the reactor tank
Wdl . Current from this chamber is recorded by an instrument pro-
vided with a “bucking” voltage to cmcel out the major, constmt
portion of the signti, so that sm~ variations may be seen easily.
~is instrument, called the dlfferentlti electrometer, is described
in detail by A. C. Lapsley in DP-95.
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B. Response of o Savannah River Reactor to Akorber Oscillations

Step-Wction: Uniform Absorber. When a uniformly distributed
thermal neutron absorber is decrease~ instantaneously, the the-
neutron flu% tncreases very rapi~y for a short time. This rapid
increase %s due partly to the presence of the extra neutrons wtich
are no longer being absorbed, md partly to mtitiplication of the
“prompt” neutrons. Follow?.ngthis tnitid change, the number of
neutrons multiplies slowly.

If the reactor power is tigh enough that increases in temperature
due to the increasing power can cause sensible changes In the
neutron multiplication constant, a stable doubling time is not
reached. &cause the flux changes slowly, at a rate determined by
the excess reactivity of the system, and becau;e this reactivity
would othetise be fixed, the reactivity changes due ‘totemperate
Increases have a distinct, mensurable effect on the flux behavior.

In a heterogeneous reactor, the temperature of each component may
be diffe’~nt and will, in general, have a tifferent effect on pile
reactivity. Furthermore, the them~ relaxation times of the
vafious components may differ tidely. In particular, the themd
relaxation time may be ten times or more as large for the moderator
as for the fuel. (This is actually the case in a Savannah Uver
reactor.)

If, in a heterogeneous reactor, the time constants of the tempera-
tures of the reactor components differ widely, temperature effects
on the flux rise will at first be due largely to components with
short time constants. The effects due to those components with
longer ttie constants till increase in magnitude as the goes on,
In a Savannah Mver reactor, the fiel temperature following a
step change in power undergoes about 67$ of its total change in
three seconds, while the moderator temperature has experienced
less than 5$ of ?.tstotal change. Thus, the two effects are
chronometrictiy separable to a high degree.

Step-Function: Localized Absorber. When the absorption in a
small region is .@creased .ins.&.taneously, the tie~ate netit”roi

..— ....-----.-

respo-ris& in the region of the abso~tion ch~ e is very nearly the
same as in the case of the uniformly tisttibuted absorber. However,
the neutron population elsewhere is changed only by the appearmce
of neutrons leaking out of the region Of absoqtion change. This
diffusion occurs very rapidly, so that the neutron behavior
immediately following the absorption change can be viewed as a
simple redistribution of the neutron flux concomitant tith a smsJ.1
over-al increase in the power.

—.—
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If the flux distribution before the absorption change was uniform,
the new distribution will be like that shown in figure 14. At
least in the first approximation, the distribution till.be a
stable one, determined by the usual.equilibrium conditions. me
total increase in reactor power 1s very nearly the same as ff a
miformly ~stributed absorber of equivalent strength were de-
creased.

Folloting this rapid redistribution, the neutron population mul-
tiplies slowly, in much the same way as when the absorber change
was uniform throughout the reactor. me new flux distribution is
maintained as the over-all level increases, so that the fractional
increase is unifom over the reactor, as before.

To summarlze, the prtiary difference in the flux response due to
.sstep-chmge in a localized absorber, compared to that in a
uniformly-distributed absorber, is that the slow “period” rise of
the flux is from a distorted distributfon caused by the nonunifom
poison distribution. tiring the “period” rise of the flux, the
flux and temperature changes in each component, averaged over the
volme of the reactor, are nearly the same in both cases. ~rther-
more, the flux md temperature changes during the “period” rise
are fractionally unifom throughout the reactor.

0scillation of a bcalized Absorber - Applications.,

1. Sawtooth Oscillation Cycle - For m 8-second sawtooth cycle,
the flux response In a Savannah Wver reactor to a oscillating

.
localized absorber is (a) approxtitely independent of reactor
power level, (b) approximately proportional to the reactivity
cha,ngecaused by the oscillating absorber, and (c) a strang
fiction of the geometrical position of the absorber and the
position at which the flu response is measured.

The independence of reactor power level restits from two facts.
~rst, the moderator temperature changes are sm~l (becuse
of the long temperature time-constant), so that power-dependent
reactivity effects are small (the moderator temperature is
otherwise a major contributor). SeconUy, throughout the cycle,
kex of the system is changing (a direct consequence of the
absorber motion) with an mplitude large compared to possible
temperature-reactivity effects.

The proportionality of the flux response to the zmplitude of
the oscillating kex is due to the smdlness of the changes.

The dependence of the flux response on position relative to
the absorber is a restit of the redistribution of the neutran
flux concomitant with the general rise and fdl of power
(see “Step-Wctiom bcalized Absorber” page 26). Figure 1
shows Z., kex, and ~ as a function of time for a sawtooth
cycle.
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A reliable “OScillation technique” has been developed by mesns
of which the worth of control rods at any ~osition, at my
power level, may be determined from (1) a set of empiricti
calibration tunes, and (2) the flux oscillation smplitude
resultiug from oscillation of the subject control rods on au
8-second sawtooth cycle.

me c~ibration curves are obtained expertientally at zero
reactor power from stable period measurements and representative
control rod oscillations. These curves are, of course, approx-
imately independent of power level, oscillatory & smplitude,
and fuel or control rod burnout. ~ey show the ratio of flux
response S.mplitUdeto oscillatory & mnplitude, for control rod
tips at varying positions with respect to the flux monitor.
The curves are greatly simplified by the fact that, to a first
approximation, the ratio (@/~ )/& depends only on the distauce
between control rod tip and flux monitor, and not on the
geometry of the system.

2. Truncated Sawtooth Oscillation Cycle - ~is cycle is the prac-
tic~ form of a square wave, which is a series of .sJ.ternating
step-functions of the type discussed above (page 26). me
sme characteristics as the step-fiction are shown by oscilla.
tions of this type. Mgure 1 shows Za, kex, and ~ as a fuuction
of time for a truncated sawtooth cycle.

~us, when a localized absorber is oscillated in this way s.uy-
where in the reactor, the “period” rise or fdl of the neutron
flux till be independent of the position of the absorber, s.ud
till be sensitive to reactivity changes caused by chauges in
the temperatures of the reactor components. firthemore, if
the cycle length is restricted to a few seconds, these reactivity
changes till be due predominant y to fuel temperature chauges.
Therefore, if fuel temperature behavior is kuown, proper in-
terpretation of the measured flu response to oscil.lationsof
this t~e in a reactor operating at a relatively high power
level will provide a due of A .

.#

.
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C. Calculations”

For the~ neutrons, delayed neutron precursors, and reactor
component temperatures, we write tiJlefollowing equations:**

63= Md~ - Yjej

where : fi,~/B

Yjs thermal Rlaxation constant (see-~)
of the jth component

Mj = a constant of proportionality

e z the temperature above zero-power temperature

For convenience, define ~ = ab, where b = Z../Z..

Then divide variables by their steady state value ad subtract 1:

@ =(4/+.)-1, c =(c/co) - 1, T ~(Q/9.) -1, V s (v/vo) -1

~us the equations become:

6= AO+B2~Cl+A+B
i

Cl =% [aO-Ci + (a-l))

(2.= l/vZ., the thermal neutron lifetime in a

* Assumptions are listed on
** see ~fe~nce 2, page 9.

reactor without leakage)

page 5 of the text.
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me temperature coefficients of the variables a and b are a ~
and v~, respectively. With the assu.mptionthat the temperature
variations are sufficiently small that a linear approximation is

adequate, a ~ md PJ appear as follows :

a=l+ZajT~
J

b=l-F-~Pj Tj

(Here Fis the impressed driving function in XaO/Za)

It cau be shown that, to a very good approximation,

Aj ‘&{aj - Pj/(l+L~B2))

where Aj is the temperature coefficient of reactivity (ti/”C)
of the jth reactor component.

The neutron velocity is proportional to the square root of the
moderator temperature, so that

V +1 = [1 + T.Od/K] ‘= 1 + TmO~2K

where K % 1 + h~e o ) ~o~ , and h is the zero-power temperature of

all reactor components.

Now expand the variables as “follows:

..
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Substitute these expansions into the modified equations, drop
I . te~s of order >1, and apply the conditions of OrtiOgOnditY:

,

id$20Ck = -Ck+ ;fiqk + l+ ~% ‘jk - @k - $~~j~k + ‘tirk$~o

itib ~k = ki (ck - \k + ~jajk)

djk (~@ + 7j) = yjck

rk = & an~

(Here ~ s p-l (1 + L2B2)-~o and subseript m refers to moderator.)

~ese equations can be solved simultaneously to obtain Ck in terms

~ lQ ~ _~J7J v~o 7.2

5 j Yjz+ @<kz - K 7m2 + u]%
2)

&fine - *kcK -1 =Wk + ixk

S0 that Ck = +k~ (Wk - iXk)/(Wk2 + Xk2)

a,ndthen define finally

- 6kvwk 6kTxk
Wk+ixksck(=[

Wkz
+ ;k2] +i [w,= + Xk=]) I

I
itit

Noting that c-k = wk - ixk a,ndrecalling that @ = Z eke :
k

.

.,
0=22 (wk cos Wt - Xk sin tit)

k=l

In the computation perfomed on the IBM-650 computer, using this
solution, the sum is carried tO k = 19. me coefficients Wk and

, Xk are computed in 4-1/2 minutes. ~ereafter, @(t) is computed

in 25 seconds for each t.
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